
Abstrat

�Researh is to see what everybody else has seen,

and to think what nobody else has thought.�

� Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

The interstellar medium (ISM) of a galaxy is a reservoir of gas and dust.

The dust grains, in turn, play a vital role in determining the astrophysis

of the ISM. Most importantly, dust ontrols our view of the universe due to

the fat that energy emitted by stars as shorter wavelength optial/ultraviolet

radiation is attenuated by it and re-radiated in the longer infrared. In order

to determine the intrinsi properties of an astrophysial objet, it beomes

highly ruial to orret the e�ets of this attenuation omprising of dust

absorption and sattering, referred to olletively as extintion. The disovery

of spetrosopi features omplemented by laboratory study of materials for

dust andidates has led to an inreasing interest in the study of interstellar dust

in the last deade. With the launh of spae-based telesopes ranging from

the Far-Ultraviolet Spetrosopi Explorer (FUSE) and the Galaxy Evolution

Explorer (GALEX) in the ultraviolet (UV) to Spitzer Spae Telesope and

the reent AKARI telesope in the infrared (IR), a huge amount of data has

beome available, revealing the universal nature of interstellar dust grains.

Despite the importane of dust, determining the physial properties and

amount of interstellar dust in other galaxies has been a very hallenging task

with muh left to explore and understand. In this thesis, we have studied the

interstellar dust grain harateristis at various loations in the Milky Way

and nearby galaxies, with a speial interest towards dust in the Magellani

louds. The �rst half of the thesis has been foussed towards multi-wavelength

orrelation studies whih have been used to identify the partiular grain

population responsible for the observed emissions at our dust loations. The

seond half of the thesis reports the use of various dust grain models to study

the extintion in our loal universe.
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We begin by investigating the rank orrelation oe�ients in the Milky

Way (MW) by omparing the far-ultraviolet (FUV) di�use dust observations

with arhival mid-infrared (MIR) data. Earlier studies have not found any

orrelation among the di�use FUV and old dust emission in the Galaxy.

However, by separating our observations into low and high latitude loations,

we found a good negative orrelation between FUV and old dust emissions

with signi�antly better UV-IR orrelations for the lower latitude loations,

indiating a dereasing abundane of Polyyli Aromati Hydroarbons (PAHs)

and very small dust grains at high latitudes. We have proposed an extra-

galati origin of dust for the observed emissions at high latitude loations in

the Galaxy.

Beyond our Milky Way, the Magellani louds have long served as ideal

nearby laboratories to study dust properties and abundanes in high-redshift

galaxies owing to their nearly fae-on orientation and loseness to the MW.

We have studied the FUV-IR rank orrelations in the Large Magellani Cloud

(LMC) at various dust loations inluding two HII regions, namely N11 and

30 Doradus. We have observed better UV-IR orrelations for the former and

found a higher FUV/IR(90 µm) intensity ratio for 30 Doradus due to the

high unresolved star density at the observed LMC loations. After LMC,

we have probed the low-metalliity regions of the Small Magellani Cloud

(SMC) using UV-IR orrelation studies with an aim to provide a suitable

justi�ation for the absene of the 2175 Å feature by studying the abundane

of PAHs. We found the larger sized dust grain emissions in the far-infrared

(FIR) to be better orrelated to the FUV emissions as ompared to the MIR

data whih indiates a lak or absene of PAHs at our observed loations. After

omparison with the orrelation trends in the LMC, we have attributed the

weakness of MIR emissions to the destrution of PAHs and very small grains

in the low-metalliity environments of the SMC.

We have used the Orion nebula as our sample of study to further

investigate the optial properties of dust grains in the Galaxy. The FUV-FIR

orrelation studies in a 10 degree radius around the Orion enter

revealed that the emissions at our observed loations were aused by larger

dust grains belonging to older environments with the smaller dust grains

possibly getting destroyed or photo evaporated by high radiation oming from

the Trapezium star luster at the enter of the nebula. We followed this by

modelling the dust grains responsible for the FUV sattering in front of Orion's

veil and obtained a high value of albedo (∼0.7) and sattering phase funtion

asymmetry fator (∼0.6) at our observed loations whih might be attributed
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to the presene of larger sized dust grains leading to high extintion values. We

also determined the distanes to individual dust loations observed between

us and the Orion entral region in a 100-400 p range, whih allowed us to

onstrut a 3D distribution of dust around Orion.

At the end of this thesis, we have studied the polarization aused by

dust grains around young stars using omposite dust grain models. We have

ompared the results from our Disrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) and

E�etive Medium Approximation (EMA) T-Matrix based models with atual

observed polarimetri data in an attempt to onstrain the dust grain ompo-

sition and properties in our sample of stars. Very interestingly, we report the

possible existene of silion arbide (SiC) in the outer disk/envelope around

one star in our sample whih has been interpreted based on the shape, size,

omposition and fration of inlusions by volume in our omposite dust grain

models.
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